Who's to blame?

Artists and city officials wrangle over what's to be done to save the Portland Arts District.

Allen Dammann's story starts on page 10
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Appointments available to treat Food-Mold-Dust & Pollen Allergy

WE INVITE YOU TO JOIN US FOR LITURGY AND FELLOWSHIP

A CATHOLIC FAITH COMMUNITY OF GAY, LESBIAN, BISEXUAL AND Transgendered People, their Families and Friends.

Chronic sinusitis, bronchitis or ear infections? IS ALLERGY THE CAUSE?

Why do you like dancing? Does dancing become a passion? Do your friends think it’s weird to spend all this time dancing? Ever get nervous before a performance?

Why do you like dancing? Does dancing become a passion? Do your friends think it’s weird to spend all this time dancing? Ever get nervous before a performance?

Do you ever come home and sit around in your family for a while and just laugh? Well, they really don’t like doing that. In karate, students wear different colors. I’m a C and purple. My belt is just yellow and we’re pink.

Why do you like dancing? Does dancing become a passion? Do your friends think it’s weird to spend all this time dancing? Ever get nervous before a performance?

It’s a feeling of flowing. When there’s rosin on the floor it’s really nice instead of just bare wood because it’s more grabby and it’s more soft. It feels good.

Do you ever come home and sit around in your family for a while and just laugh? Well, they really don’t like doing that. In karate, students wear different colors. I’m a C and purple. My belt is just yellow and we’re pink.
GOURMET
"In The Old Port"
367 Fore Street
Portland, Maine 04101
Phone & Fax 207-775-5767
giftedgourmet@yahoo.com

Easter Baskets
-Ready to Go
-and Baskets, Candies & Bunnies
-if you want to make your own!

Ingraham Spring Thing
Participating Businesses
Absolutely Perfect
367 Fore St.
Bakery
106
Bar Harbor Cafe
Bar Harbor Kitchen Cafe
Brews & Trouts
Eat Drink Be
Gray's Gourmet
Great Newport Alehouse
Hangout
Indigo by the Bay
Jackson's Pizzeria
Just for You
Local's
Maine Lobster
Metro Deli
New England Lobster & Fish Co.
Newport Deli
Oak Street Deli
Pelham Deli
Porthole
Bangor Daily News
Casco Bay Weekly
Cumberland Times
Dartmouth Daily News
King's Wharf
Maine News
Nurse
Save A Lot
Seaport Deli
Singers Deli
State St.
Stony Brook Deli
Swimmers Deli
Tea Time
Telephone
The Black Rose
The Esplanade Market
Wanted
Taking yourself to an evening of gourmet delights at Ingraham’s Annual Spring Thing. Sample appetizers, desserts and entrees from the area’s best restaurants and stores from around the world, as the music of the Man Camp Band fills the air.

Tuesday, April 25 at 6pm
Holding Joe By the Bay, Portland
The evening’s program includes a Silent Auction, featuring dozens of unique offerings donated by local businesses. Many of the bidding is in a fabulous room set up at the Blue Cross Blue Shield USA.

TICKETS FOR THIS CELEBRATION ARE ON SALE FOR EACH OR SET FOR A PAIR. ALL PROCEEDS FROM THE SPRING THING GO TO SUPPORT INGRAHAM’S WORK IN THE COMMUNITY, INCLUDING THE Cumberland County Crisis Response system of 58 (HC) community support, and individual programs for homeless individuals with mental illness.

To order tickets, please call Casco School of 846-3071, or 960.

Our thanks to this year’s sponsors:

Casco Bay Weekly
Simple little things
These southern states, which embrace a teensiomedical degree of bureaucratic mumbo-jumbo and receive a steady stream of snide commentary from political commentators and don’t seem to have a clue how to change the game, are in complete agreement: ASK for school funding to improve our education standards.

Nurturing and Mills, for all the depth and insight they bring to their subject, are making an assumption here because we didn’t read the rest of the article. Their talk of educational standards is a euphemism for a war on public education. As an educational funding battle, as we have now learned, is not about improving education. Nor is it about how the state school funding formula works. Just that it is a Pandora’s Box waiting to be opened.

Most of them described the bizarre mathematical process used by Hanneman to determine how much money to allocate to each city and town for schools. It’s based on education spending. It’s based on student population. It’s based on average income in each area. It’s based on TV ratings for local high school football games. Divide by last week’s Megaclops winning number. Multiply by the square root of the government’s U2 and add the number of times during the current legislative session that a representative or senator will change their vote or vote to abstain. “It’s impossible to speak on this issue, the...”

The correct answer to one question was, of course, Shredded. Perhaps, but go on for long enough, and you'll wind up in a state of complexity.

Which brings us to the next persistent sophistry: We think the state’s business community is full of crap.
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L.L. Beam
Quiet, well-kept plots of land where everyone acts the same.

Are we talking suburbs or cemeteries?

Diamond head

I never wanted an engagement ring.

In fact, when the subject came up, I told my now-husband, who could tell from my teenage salary (or whatever pittance was supposed to cover up for a ring) around his ears. Because I wasn’t impressed.

So, I have a bit of history with jewelry — a watch cracking, earrings taking wing, rings popping out of rings, pearls falling from my neck, bracelet catching on things, and exploding into a shower of beads — and I have more or less given up on it.

Then my mom stepped in. One evening when I was coding, she gave me some serious and sincere

\[\text{push this insert} \quad | \text{I had done something very bad, and I literally got the old “oh-oh”nick feeling.}\]

She said she had been thinking. She wanted me to have her mother’s ring. I thanked her but said

\[\text{that would be a very bad thing.} \]

And that gave way to grief. A

\[\text{especially ring, and someday you’ll have another to replace it.} \]

She paused, fingered the diamond on

\[\text{her wrist.} \]

So I said fine. I took the ring and put it away. Then I did not wear it since my grandmother’s death

\[\text{was small, when I look down and see it’s no longer there, I get that sick “uh-oh” feeling and wonder,}

her fault, but your heart says you’ve done a very bad thing. And that gives way to grief. A

\[\text{especially ring, and someday you’ll have another to replace it.} \]

They represented forever. Once they were joined, I never took them off. Wearing them

\[\text{bouquet stones popping out of rings, pendants slithering from my neck, bracelets catching on things}

sunlight off its surface in a spray of sparkles. It made other women’s “rocks” — big, bul­

\[\text{stones} \]

\[\text{shone from halfway down my finger, not only did I suddenly want it — I wanted it now. I}

The ring took some getting used to. Although the stone was small, it caught on every­

\[\text{thing, especially my underwear when I was pulling up my pants. I never wore a ring on this finger,}

The ring was neither grand nor gaudy. The small diamond was

\[\text{encased in a simple boxy setting. The white gold had dulled to}

a steely patina. Although

\[\text{three of us} \]

met shortly thereafter at Springer’s Jewelers

\[\text{to shop for wedding rings, I was sure I wanted nothing but a slim}

for the fun!
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ATKIN’S BARS ARE HERE!
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The Portland School Department paid $20,000 to an attorney to help conclude administration's suspension of police officer Michael Wieneke.

In March 1999, Wieneke took part in a student investigation of whether a teacher at Deering High School was the subject of a sexual harassment complaint. The School Committee later decided to fire Wieneke, but the Maine Supreme Judicial Court overturned that decision.

The School Committee voted to fire Wieneke on May 31, 1999. On August 31, 1999, the School Committee accepted Wieneke's resignation, effective August 31, 2000. The vote was five in favor, with two committee members abstaining.

The Portland School Department paid $400,000 to settle a lawsuit filed by two Deering High School students who were suspended for participating in a student protest activity.

In 1997, the Portland School Department paid $275,000 to settle a lawsuit filed by a student who was suspended for participating in a student protest activity.

In 1995, the Portland School Department paid $250,000 to settle a lawsuit filed by a student who was suspended for participating in a student protest activity.

In 1993, the Portland School Department paid $200,000 to settle a lawsuit filed by a student who was suspended for participating in a student protest activity.

In 1992, the Portland School Department paid $100,000 to settle a lawsuit filed by a student who was suspended for participating in a student protest activity.

In 1991, the Portland School Department paid $50,000 to settle a lawsuit filed by a student who was suspended for participating in a student protest activity.

In 1990, the Portland School Department paid $25,000 to settle a lawsuit filed by a student who was suspended for participating in a student protest activity.

In 1989, the Portland School Department paid $10,000 to settle a lawsuit filed by a student who was suspended for participating in a student protest activity.
Call it the Kenny Rogers syndrome. Ever since the announcement in March that Portland's Oak Street Theatre would be transformed from an intimate performance venue into less intimate, but more profitable, commercial space, both aficionados and outsiders in the community have been speculating on the fate of the arts in the downtown area, the city's commitment to those arts and the overall condition of trying to maintain culture in the midst of an economic hurricane.

In other words, when it comes to Portland's Arts District, some people are wondering if it's time to hold 'em — or time to fold 'em.

Artists cite city officials of using arts and cultural organizations as a means to accomplish downtown economic development goals. Theater groups say they're aware that Congress Street and vicinity is prosperous, the city has abandoned them. City officials counter that the city has already poured millions into the Arts District, and that they can't impose real estate or rent means that have become too expensive.

"We can't sustain them," said Mike Lynn, director of the Amuse School for the Performing Arts and one of the founders of Oak Street Theatre. "When Oak Street was threatened of being closed, that's when the city recognized there was a need for that building for the arts."

The city wanted to consolidate the downtown area and that's why they created the Arts District plan. I have to look at that plan and say, 'Will the idea to stimulate the cultural vitality of downtown Portland work?'

In Portland, the answer is yes to some hybridization. A number of venues have established themselves as crossroads of social and cultural life. The Local 44, for example. In addition to being a trendy restaurant, its' also a theater, a restaurant, a neighborhood. Further downtown, Mandolin and the Arts Resource Service in Portland. "I'm trying to figure out what we can do other communities can do with their arts?"

In Portland, the answer is no to the idea of putting the arts in a critical place of the downtown area and that critical piece of economic development. And City Councilor Karen Geraghty, who's trying to solve the problems in the downtown area, said the city's consortium to those arts and the overall condition of trying to maintain culture in the midst of an economic hurricane.

"It's happened before. In the 1970s, real estate agent Frank Rockwell said, 'If I can get money. The Downtown Portland Corporation has provided a major grant to support the performing arts. And the city, in turn, has invested millions to support the performing arts."

"It's a hard-knock life, and when it comes to the fate of the arts, there's a growing artistic community," said Deborah Krichels, executive director of the group. "I've heard people say, 'We don't want to be involved, and we felt the energy wasn't there.'"

And that's why they created the Arts District plan. The idea was to stimulate the cultural vitality of downtown Portland. That money, she said, is needed for basic necessities ("the lights on, me here"). What little is left over goes toward supporting the performing arts.

"The city wanted to consolidate the downtown area and that's why they created the Arts District plan. I have to look at that plan and say, 'Will the idea to stimulate the cultural vitality of downtown Portland work?'"

Even though PACA makes $80,000 a year, the city's goal is to make arts part of the downtown. More artists are wanting to be part of the downtown. More artists are wanting to be part of the downtown. More artists are wanting to be part of the downtown.
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From Oak Street Theatre's PQint of View, Minor Road of Oak Street Theatre and Oak Story Theatre, the nonprofit group that runs the Oak Street Theatre in Portland, Levine was speaking to a group of about 60 people at a public forum at the soon-to-close theatre on the evening of April 3. It was too late for April Foors, but that doesn’t mean the public mistakes their work for being their work. Some of the theater’s supporters wanted to save Oak Street, but Levine quickly offered a sumptuous 100-year, $1 million deal by an unnamed telecommunications company for the nonprofit group that runs the Oak Street Theatre in Portland. Levine was speaking to a group of about 60 people at a public forum at the soon-to-close theatre on the evening of April 3. It was too late for April Foors, but that doesn’t mean the public mistakes their work for being their work. Some of the theater’s supporters wanted to save Oak Street, but Levine quickly offered a sumptuous 100-year, $1 million deal by an unnamed telecommunications company for the nonprofit group that runs the Oak Street Theatre in Portland.

Levine and his wife, Bizabeth Buchsbaum (Levine would not say how much this debt is not looking for his debt to be repaid, since he’s putting the interests of the theater first. The bottom line is that this is not a last-ditch attempt to save Oak Street, but Levine quickly offered a sumptuous 100-year, $1 million deal by an unnamed telecommunications company for the nonprofit group that runs the Oak Street Theatre in Portland.
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I'd really preferred that Mr. Wrill took advantage of the opportunity of seeing a story he had written before making any charges against it. One day, our Mr. Wrill reviewed some of his own journalism just as I did by re-reading the story with him.

Portland

Benjamin Zischke

What a charming response! I look forward to reading more of Mr. Wrill's thoughts on the story.

Portland

The process involves small groups of people being able to place their given neighborhood in a designated area to mark their land-use "zone" with ribbons to show the business. The process involves some small groups of people and the public having a role in the decision-making process.

City Hall

Gary Eldred

Eric Greiner

Chamber, Constitution Party of Maine

Space Food

Eric Greiner

Chamber, Constitution Party of Maine

Space Food

I would like to see a more comprehensive approach to the parking problem in Portland. The current system is not working and needs to be revised.

Portland

It seems to me that the owners of the Oak Street Theatre are not being adequately represented in the current planning process. I would like to see a more inclusive approach to the issue.

PORTLAND
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The issue of parking in Portland needs to be addressed more thoughtfully. The current system is not effective and needs to be revised.
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Jobs, the Skinny to offer low-fat meals? He strode quickly across the bar area to the Skinny's hanging out. He paused and his gaze swept the expensive top coat and Street in Portland's Old Port. plans to open May 2. was does. stewardship of the Earth, and supporting the evolution-honoring our community of healers, encouraging describes itself as 'a monthly holistic publication by a hired sharpshooter. Pahigian said she's ' . Portland. Reed joins Tim and Heather after

Another pause, another rapid survey . Reed replaced former WMTW-TV anchor along . . . 
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**Calendar**

**Friday, April 7**

**The National Song and Dance Company of Mozambique**

Not so much a food event as a music and dance performance, this show is a celebrates the rich cultural heritage of Mozambique.

**Saturday, April 8**

**Clayson & Daughters**

It's not easy raising a pottery in Portland, but Clayson & Daughters, L.L.C. is doing exactly that. Clayson & Daughters is hosting a grand opening in celebration of their new studio.

**Saturday, April 8**

**Target Stars on Ice**

It's not easy raising a pottery in Portland, but Clayson & Daughters, L.L.C. is doing exactly that. Clayson & Daughters is hosting a grand opening in celebration of their new studio.

**Monday, April 10**

**Switchfoot Adams**

It's not easy raising a pottery in Portland, but Clayson & Daughters, L.L.C. is doing exactly that. Clayson & Daughters is hosting a grand opening in celebration of their new studio.

---

**Sound Bites**

**Ruth Finck Paper-Carving Studio**

**Portland Museum of Art**

**Sebago Warehouse Store**

---

**Boredom Busters!**

**Boo! Easy Parking On Sunday OPEN 10-4**

**Drop Me a Line**

---

**Sebago Warehouse Store**

---

**Step into Spring**

with new footwear from Sebago!

---

**Sabato**

---

**MALE ego**

---

**Lighten Up for Spring**
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**Portland Museum of Art**
Making art on a human level

Like many parents, Mike Wood has explained the images left in the wake of political anxiety. "Wood has used all of that stuff to create idea. Northern mind and frame. But she took control the Chin. Wood is an artist who is drawing untold," she said, "My only objective is to get an emotion from it and to translate the emotion into a new look that people can relate to." From her 2019 show "Fusion: Form & Function," her "Moments: Works from the Collection," she presented work from her daughter's collection. The first "Moments: Works from the Collection," which was on view for three days before the end of the month, was accompanied by African musical instruments and incorporating the work of the Maine School of the Arts, including "Moments: Works from the Collection," which was on view for three days before the end of the month. The exhibition continues through May 28. 982-3358. To get more information on this exhibition, contact the Maine School of the Arts, 10 nonprofit, at 773-5450.
The Mad Horse Theatre Company celebrates its season with "Off the Map," currently under the lights at the Oak Street Theatre, in one of its best offerings so far.

The setting is a marauding boat on a stormy sea, somewhere between the driest desert and the snowiest polar ice cap, somewhere in the middle of nowhere, where nature has taken its toll. The audience is left to ponder the meaning of life, the nature of existence, and the futility of human endeavor.

But the real highlight of the evening is the cast, which includes some of the company's finest talent. The performances are powerful and emotionally resonant, with each actor bringing their own unique interpretation to the characters.

"Off the Map" is a thought-provoking production that challenges the audience to confront their own beliefs and values. It is a must-see for anyone who loves theatre and is looking for a truly memorable evening of entertainment.
Celebrate National Nursing Week with Casco Bay Weekly!

Send us a testimonial (50 words or less) describing/praising your favorite nurse and you will be entered to win a romantic weekend for two at the Augustus House Bove and a sunset cruise from Scenic Seabago Charters.

The winning nurse will be featured in our classified section in our May 4, 2000 issue.

Send testimoniala by April 27 to: Casco Bay Weekly, Attn: Nurses, 560 Congress St., Portland, ME 04101.
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COUNSELING SERVICES, INC.

At Counseling Services, Inc., we offer a full range of counseling services in a caring, non-judgmental setting. We believe in the healing power of rapport, and the ability to create a safe, comfortable environment where clients can talk about their experiences, goals, and challenges. We also offer support groups and workshops on various topics such as stress management, mindfulness, and self-esteem. Whether you need help with anxiety, depression, or life transitions, we are here to support you.

Some positions available include:
- POSITIVE LIFELINE COUNSELOR
-_secure, support counselor
- FAMILY SERVICES COUNSELOR
- COMMUNITY SUPPORT COUNSELOR
- COUNTY JAIL COUNSELOR

In addition, we are seeking candidates who have a related field of study and who have experience working with children and adults. We offer a full-time position with a flexible schedule and a competitive salary. For more information, please submit your resume with cover letter to Mail:

456 Main St.
Portland, Maine 04101

H FORT MARriott SERVices

at the Portland International Jetport
In-Flight Drivers
Waitstaff

This is a great opportunity to begin a career with the world's leading company in airport transportation. These positions are open to round the clock. There are great benefits. Apply in person to the Fort Host Office located on the second floor. Please present yourself to the Shipped Restaurant at the Portland International Jetport for an interview.

The AIDS Lodging House, Inc.
Housing Support Coordinator

Doing a thorough job for an individual to join a small team of professional counselors promoting housing and support services to people with HIV/AIDS. The successful candidate will work in a collaborative, team environment with a strong focus on providing support for clients and their families.

Qualifications: BA or Bachelor's degree with work experience in mental health, substance abuse, or social services. Must possess strong listening skills and be able to communicate effectively.

Mail to: 700 Congress St., Portland, ME 04101

HUMAN RESOURCES DEPARTMENT
Counseling Services, Inc.
P.O. Box 1010
Saco, ME 04072
E-Mail: csihr@clinic.net

---

CASAUCED RESOURCES OF MAINE

The Maine Youth Center in South Portland has immediate vacancies for both Male and Female Counselors. These positions are responsible for the care, custody, and support of individuals. Full-time positions are available. Benefits include Health and Dental, Vacation/Sick Time, Retirement Contribution, 401k Plan, and more. For more information, please contact Mr. Mike Crandall at (207) 283-9093

---

Viking Community of Long Term Care and Assisted Living Services

The Viking Community of Long Term Care and Assisted Living Services is a growing organization seeking an experienced RN to oversee the nursing department. The ideal candidate will have a background in long-term care nursing and be able to lead a team of nurses in providing quality care to residents. Please apply with a resume to:

RNs, LPNs, OAs

Viking Community of Long Term Care and Assisted Living Services
134 Orchard St.
Portland, ME 04102
E-Mail: vikingcommunity@vikingcommunity.com

---
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FREE MONITOR THIS CD WITH PURCHASE!

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Artist</th>
<th>Album</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>California</td>
<td>Ready, Good And Blessed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hippos</td>
<td>When We Were Goonies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disturbed</td>
<td>The Shrooms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eels</td>
<td>Daisies Of The Galaxy,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elliott Smith</td>
<td>Figure 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atomic Gumballs</td>
<td>Honey For Bees'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Oszarko</td>
<td>From Here To Here</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Pat McGee Band</td>
<td>Ouch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robert Bradley</td>
<td>The Meek Are Supreme</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nickleback</td>
<td>This Week</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Tis</td>
<td>The Emerald</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Monitor This!

Features unreleased Beck tracks. Contains album tracks from all these artists. Buy any release from any of these artists or make a $30 purchase and receive a FREE copy of Monitor This!

IT'S FREE WITH PURCHASE OF ANY CD BY ONE OF THE ABOVE ARTISTS!

Pick up these CDs and more for the guaranteed lowest price in the state @

Bull Moose Music
Portland • 151 Middle Street • 780-6424
Bangor • Brunswick • Lewiston • N. Windham
Portsmouth & Salem, NH • Sanford • Waterville